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The Arty Mouse Spin and Find Game will help your 
children to excel in school! This engaging game 
will capture their attention and train their memory, 
concentration, and critical thinking skills in fun and 
exciting ways!
 
The goal of the game is simple: players must try to 
remember where Arty Mouse and his friends are hiding 
on the table. The player who makes the most correct 
guesses wins!

The back of each tile has a wipe clean surface, so that 
each player can use their imagination to mark the tiles 
with shapes and symbols to help them remember where 
each character is.

Let’s get started!

Players: 1-4
Age: 3+
Time: 5-20 minutes

SPIN & FIND
GAME
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12 tiles for Basic Game  
(with green border).

18 tiles for Advanced Game  
(with white border).

Marker pen x 1

Spinner featuring Arty Mouse 
and his friends Dot, Scribble, and 
Stripy.

x 1

Double-sided wipe-clean board, 
showing pictures of the tiles.

x 1

COMPONENTS

Tiles - with illustrations on one 
side and a blank, wipe-clean 
surface on the reverse.

x 30
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 › Place the spinner and 12 tiles with 
green border face-up on the table.

The 18 tiles with white border are 
not needed in the Basic Game.

 › The youngest child takes one of the 
face-up tiles of their choice, and using 
the marker, marks the back of the tile 
with something that will help them to 
remember what’s on the other side of 
the tile.

They can draw anything they want, 
but remind them that these marks 
will help them to remember the 
characters.

PARENTS

Before starting, ask your child to 
identify the elements featured 
on the tiles you are planning to 
use. 

Guide them as they describe 
each of the characters, and 
help them to remember the 
characters’ names. 

Once they are familiar with the 
various illustrations, encourage 
them to use the marker to 
draw shapes and symbols 
on the back of each tile to 
remember which character is on 
the front side. 

Let them use their imaginations 
and mark the tiles however they 
like. Observe as they begin 
to realise that it is easier to 
remember the tiles if they use 
the same markings for each 
character. But, who knows? 
They may come up with an even 
better strategy!

BASIC GAME  
(FOR AGES 3-5)
The goal of the Basic Game is to remember 
where Arty Mouse and his friends are hiding 
on the table, using markings. You can play 
either a competitive or cooperative game.

SETUP AND PREPARATION  
OF TILES
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 › Place the marked tile back on the table 
with the marked side up.

 › Players take turns marking the tiles in 
clockwise order until they have marked 
all the tiles.

All the tiles should be turned face-down 
so that only the newly-added markings 
are visible. No peeking! The tiles will be 
wiped clean after each game, allowing 
children to create new mnemonics with 
each play!

For example, you could use 
a circle to mark each tile 
featuring Dot, or use a squiggle 
for tiles featuring Scribble. Of 
course, this is how adults might 
mark them; children are much 
more creative!

Example of children marks:

GAMEPLAY

1. Instruct your child to spin the spinner 
and encourage them to name the 
character that the spinner points to.

Help them if necessary. If the 
spinner lands on the wild space, 
have your child say the name of the 
character they wish to find that turn. 
If the spinner points at a character 
whose tiles are no longer in the 
game, have your child spin until the 
spinner points to a character whose 
tiles are still on the table.

2. Instruct your child to find the tile with 
that character.

Help your child remember which 
face-down tiles feature that character 
– remind them of the helpful marks 
they made at the start of the game.
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SCORING IN 
COMPETITIVE GAME

Each correctly-identified tile is worth 
1 point. Compare players’ scores. 
The player with the most points wins.

SCORING IN 
COOPERATIVE GAME

Each correctly-identified tile is 
worth 1 point. Add up all players’ 
scores. The total is the group’s score. 
You can see how well you’ve done in 
the table below (scoring for 12 tiles):

Number of 
correctly-

identified tiles

How well 
you’ve done

1-3 Good Start

4-7 Great

8-10 Excellent

11-12 Amazing

Now, play again and try to beat 
your high score!

3. Instruct your child to turn the chosen 
tile over. If the selected tile:

a. matches the character your child is 
looking for, instruct them to place 
that tile face-up in front of them.

b. does not match the character, 
instruct them to discard the tile into 
the game box.

4. Help your child to locate the selected 
tile on the wipe-clean board and 
instruct them to cross that tile off the 
board (regardless if it was a match or 
not). This will be useful later, as it will 
show which tiles are still on the table.

5. Play then passes to the next player in 
clockwise order.

END OF THE GAME

The game ends when all the tiles are 
revealed.
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VARIANTS
SINGLE PLAYER 
GAMEPLAY
Set up, preparation of tiles, gameplay, and 
scoring are the same as in the Basic Game, 
with the following changes:

1. During setup instruct your child to mark 
all the tiles one by one.

2. During gameplay, when only 5 tiles 
remain, do not spin the spinner. 
Instruct your child to announce which 
character they want to find (as if the 
spinner pointed to the wild space), and 
turn over one of the remaining tiles. Play 
in this manner until all tiles have been 
revealed.

3. Use scoring for cooperative game. 
Congratulate your child on their score 
and encourage them to try to beat it 
next time! 

 

JUST A MEMORY GAME
The goal of this variant is to remember 
where Arty Mouse and his friends are hiding 
on the table. You can play either a single 
player or multiplayer game.

SETUP AND PREPARATION OF 
TILES

 › Place the spinner and 12 tiles with 
green border face-up on the table.

You can arrange the tiles however 
you like (square, rectangle, etc.). 
Once they’re set up, they can’t be 
rearranged. It should be noted that in 
this variant the tiles are not marked.

 › Encourage your child to look at the tiles 
and try to remember their locations. 

 › Once everyone has had a chance to 
review the tiles, turn the tiles face-
down.

GAMEPLAY

1. Ask your child to name an Arty Mouse 
character.

2. Instruct your child to find and point to 
the tile with that character.

3. Instruct your child to turn the chosen 
tile over. If the selected tile:

a. matches the character your child is 
looking for, instruct them to place 
that tile face-up in front of them.

b. does not match the character, 
instruct them to return it to its spot 
on the table.

4. In a single player game, continue 
turning the tiles and count the number 
of turns. In a multiplayer game, play 
passes to the next player in clockwise 
order.

END OF THE GAME

The game ends when all the tiles have 
been collected.

SCORING

Multiplayer
The player with the most tiles wins.

Single player
Count the number of turns it takes to 
correctly find all the tiles and try to do even 
better next time!
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ADVANCED GAME  
(FOR AGES 5 AND UP)
The Advanced Game is played like the 
Basic Game, with the following changes:

 › Use all 30 tiles and arrange them on the 
table.

 › Instead of players marking all the tiles, 
each player marks a limited number 
of tiles (follow the table below).

 › Give players a moment to look at the 
unmarked face-up tiles and try to 
remember their locations, then turn 
these tiles also face-down.

In a game 
with

Each 
player 
marks

Unmarked 
tiles

2 players 9 tiles 12 tiles

3 players 7 tiles 9 tiles

4 players 5 tiles 10 tiles

 › The player whose turn it is spins the 
spinner and tries to find the tile with that 
character, same as in the basic game.

 › If the selected tile matches the character 
on the spinner, they keep it, otherwise 
the player returns it to its original 
position.

 › To mark the found tiles on the wipe-
clean board, the players need to use the 
side with all 30 tiles.

 › If during the gameplay the spinner 
points at a character whose tiles are 
no longer in the game (as shown on 
the wipe-clean board), the player spins 
the spinner again. They can spin 
up to three times; if the third spin is 
unsuccessful, their turn is over.

END OF THE GAME 
The game ends when all the tiles have 
been collected.

SCORING 
The player who has collected the most tiles 
is the winner.

FOR BRAVE PLAYERS ONLY!
Choose your favourite gameplay mode 
from those above, but instruct your child to 
use different symbols on each tile! They 
can’t use the same symbol/shape more 
than once. Help them to remember all the 
symbols and correctly find all the tiles.

Note that some of the tiles will be left 
unmarked and therefore at that point 
still turned face-up.
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